Flexible Learning Plan Template and Guidelines

Introduction
Provide an overview of what will be covered in the presentation. Define Flexible Learning in your context.

Aim
State what you intend to achieve with the plan, in one or two sentences.

Background
Describe the learning environment you work in. Outline the reasons flexibility is necessary, and the factors which have stimulated change.

Concepts of Flexible Learning – Access and Equity, Diversity and Inclusivity
Provide a definition for each concept and the relevance in your professional context. Explain how you will ensure all your learners can access the learning environment you have created.

Concepts of Flexible Learning: Open Education and Sustainability
Provide a definition for each concept and the relevance in your professional context. Outline the strategies you intend to use to ensure these concepts are addressed.

Overview of Strategies
Summarise the approach you will use to ensure flexibility in the learning environment, and the importance for your organisation.

Adult educational theory
Outline the adult educational theory on which you have based your plan.

Concepts of Flexible Learning: Cultural Sensitivity & Indigenous Learners
Provide a definition for this concept and the relevance in your professional context. Outline aspects of the Maori Strategic Framework which underpin your approach.

Conclusion: Round off the presentation with a concluding remark and a “where to from here” statement.

References: This is a list of readings and websites you have used to create your plan. Please use an APA referencing format.